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Glutamatergic Mechanisms Related to Epilepsy
Ionotropic Receptors

Raymond Dingledine1,*

Ionotropic glutamate receptors are ligand-gated integral transmembrane ion channel proteins that mediate fast 
synaptic transmission at the vast majority of excitatory synapses in the central nervous system. Glutamate 
receptor ion channels are tetrameric assemblies of subunits encoded by 18 genes. Tremendous advances in 
understanding how structure drives function of ionotropic glutamate receptors have been gained over the past 
decade by the combination of X-ray crystallography and site-directed mutagenesis. Likewise, some of the 
mechanisms (transcriptional, translational, and post-translational) underlying seizure-induced changes in 
expression of glutamate receptors have been elucidated. A wealth of new pharmacologic reagents, particularly 
allosteric receptor modulators, have been introduced that can facilitate study of the roles of specific glutamate 
receptors in epilepsy. The proposal that reactive astrocytes release glutamate, which then acts to synchronize 
neuron firing within local microdomains, has been developed within the last decade. The consequences of 
seizure-induced downregulation of glutamine synthase for both inhibitory and excitatory neurotransmission 
have received much attention. These and other topics are discussed.

The ionotropic glutamate receptors are ligand-gated ion channels that mediate the vast majority of excitatory 
neurotransmission in the brain. The past twenty years have been a golden age for glutamate receptor research. 
Even before that, in the early 1980’s the invention of the first selective antagonists for what would come to be 
known as NMDA receptors1 triggered a flood of investigations as the realization grew that NMDA receptors 
were critically involved in synaptic plasticity, learning, creation of the proper wiring diagram of the brain during 
development, excitotoxicity, and a host of neurological disorders involving aberrant circuitry organization 
including epilepsy (reviewed in 2,3). Cloning of the first glutamate receptor subunit was reported in December 
1989,4 and within the next two years an additional 15 subunits were cloned.3,5 The subsequent application of 
molecular and gene ablation technologies have revealed a wealth of subtlety regarding control of synaptic 
transmission highlighted, perhaps, by a resurgence of interest in how excitatory input patterns to GABAergic 
interneurons regulate synchronous firing throughout the brain. Over the past decade our understanding of how 
these receptors work has been brought to the structural level by successful crystallization of numerous glutamate 
receptor subunits (see 6). Here I review the functional properties of glutamate receptors and discuss recent data 
pointing to their potential roles in epilepsy. But first, a word on:
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NOMENCLATURE
The rapid growth of literature on glutamate receptors throughout the 1990s predictably spawned multiple names 
for the same subunit cloned in different species, or sometimes cloned in the same species but nearly 
simultaneously in different laboratories. The resulting confusion has abated slowly, but a strong effort has been 
mounted recently to replace the older names for glutamate receptor subunits by International Union of Basic 
and Clinical Pharmacology (IUPHAR) names7 (see http://www.iuphar-db.org/LGICNomenclature.jsp). The 
IUPHAR nomenclature, which was designed to harmonize with the gene names and will be used throughout 
this chapter, is presented in Table 1. Several excellent reviews have appeared in recent years that complement and 
extend the next three sections.6,8–13

Table 1. Glutamate receptor nomenclature.

IUPHAR name HUGO symbol Common names Receptor family

GluA1 GRIA1 GluR1, GluRA AMPA

GluA2 GRIA2 GluR2. GluRB AMPA

GluA3 GRIA3 GluR3, GluRC AMPA

GluA4 GRIA4 GluR4, GluRD AMPA

GluK1 GRIK1 GluR5 Kainate

GluK2 GRIK2 GluR6 Kainate

GluK3 GRIK3 GluR7 Kainate

GluK4 GRIK4 KA1 Kainate

GluK5 GRIK5 KA2 Kainate

GluN1 GRIN1 NMDAR1, NR1, GluRξ1 NMDA

GluN2A GRIN2A NMDAR2A, NR2A, GluRɛ1 NMDA

GluN2B GRIN2B NMDAR2B, NR2B, GluRɛ2 NMDA

GluN2C GRIN2C NMDAR2C, NR2C, GluRɛ3 NMDA

GluN2D GRIN2D NMDAR2D, NR2D, GluRɛ4 NMDA

GluN3A GRIN3A NR3A NMDA

GluN3B GRIN3B NR3B NMDA

GluD1 GRID1 δ1, GluR delta-1 delta

GluD2 GRID2 δ2, GluR delta-2 delta

GLUTAMATE RECEPTOR STRUCTURE
Ionotropic glutamate receptors are tetrameric protein complexes made up of four subunits surrounding an ion 
channel pore. Each protein complex draws subunits from the same receptor subfamily (AMPA, kainate, 
NMDA), with subunit assembly between subfamilies apparently strictly prohibited. Each subunit sports three 
transmembrane domains and a membrane reentrant loop (M2) that results in a cytoplasmically located carboxy 
terminus (Figure 1A). The cytoplasmic location of the C-terminus is important because residues near the C-
terminus interact with numerous intracellular scaffolding and trafficking proteins that regulate both insertion of 
the receptors into the postsynaptic membrane and activity-triggered recycling.6

How structure drives molecular function of the ionotropic glutamate receptors is discussed in great detail in ref. 
6. For all ionotropic glutamate receptors studied, the ligand-binding domain is in the form of a hinged clamshell 
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consisting of two lobes that close around the agonist molecule (depicted as gold and blue sections in Figure 1A, 
B). Agonists bind deep within a gorge and make atomic contacts with both gold and blue lobes of the clamshell 
(Figure 1C, D). Agonist binding causes partial closure of the clamshell, trapping the agonist in the receptor and 
putting a torque on the transmembrane segments that apparently induces a twist in the transmembrane helices, 
thereby opening the channel. For AMPA receptors “full” agonists cause a more complete clamshell closure than 
partial agonists.14 Each subunit in a tetrameric structure typically binds the same agonist, however NMDA 
receptors are unique among all neurotransmitter receptors in requiring the binding of both glutamate (to GluN2 
subunits) and glycine or D-serine (to GluN1 subunits) for channel opening.15

The amino-terminal domain of glutamate receptors also forms a clamshell,16–18 but in this case one that binds 
modulators of channel opening rather than agonists. The structure of the extracellular and transmembrane 
domains of one of the subunit dimers in a tetrameric glutamate receptor is shown in Figure 2 along with the 
location of binding sites for agonists and allosteric modulators. The pharmacology of ionotropic glutamate 
receptors has become quite rich in the past decade, with the creation or discovery of numerous antagonists and 
allosteric modulators that are selective for particular receptors or even particular subunit combinations.6,8 Many 
of the highly selective allosteric compounds target the amino-terminal domain.10,13 For example, cyclothiazide 
allosterically potentiates AMPA but not kainate receptors, whereas concanavalin A potentiates kainate but not 
AMPA receptors; in both cases potentiation occurs by relief from desensitization. Similarly, binding to the N-
terminal domain of NMDA receptors, CP-101,606 selectively inhibits GluN2B-containing NMDA receptors, 
whereas zinc exerts high affinity (10–30 nM IC50) block only of GluN2A-containing NMDA receptors.

CONTROL OF RECEPTOR PROPERTIES
Splice variants that control function or subcellular location have been identified for most of the subunits. The 
first example was the flip and flop variants of each of the four AMPA receptor subunits. This cassette of 38 amino 
acids, which is located in an extracellular loop shown in Figure 1A–C, influences desensitization rates of the 
receptors. C-terminal splice variants exist for most of the subunits and regulate coupling of the subunits to 
cytoplasmic proteins. For example alternative exon 5 incorporation into GluN1 strongly determines 
responsiveness to allosteric modulation by protons and polyamines.

A very interesting regulation is determined by editing of the primary RNA transcript for AMPA GluA2 and 
kainate GluK1-GluK2 subunits. This editing involves enzymatic conversion of a glutamine codon to an arginine 
codon in the pre-spliced RNA,19 which influences a wide range of functional properties including calcium 
permeability, single channel conductance, voltage-dependent block by cytoplasmic polyamines, and, in the case 
of AMPA receptors, assembly efficiency.

The particular subunits that each neuron chooses to express are strong determinants of synaptic phenotype, and 
subunit expression in turn is controlled both transcriptionally and translationally. The most intensively-studied 
ionotropic glutamate receptor in this respect is GluA2, which features a neuron-restrictive silencer element 
(NRSE) in its promoter that is responsible for downregulation of GluA2 after status epilepticus.20–22 Seizures 
cause rapid (within hours) induction of the transcriptional repressor, REST, which recruits histone deacetylases 
to the GluA2 promoter via the corepressor, Sin3A (Figure 3A). The mechanism of repression seems to involve 
deacetylation of histones that are physically bound to the Gria2 gene because a histone deacetylase inhibitor 
prevents both deacetylation of Gria2-bound histones and GluA2 downregulation after status epilepticus.22 

Genes encoding GluN1 and GluN2C also have an NRSE but less is known about the conditions under which the 
REST repression system is brought into play for the NMDA receptors. Currently more than 1300 genes are 
known to have confirmed NRSE sequences, making the REST/NRSE system broadly seizure-responsive.

The 5′-untranslated region (UTR) of many ionotropic glutamate receptor mRNAs is unusually long. These long 
5′-UTRs often exhibit high GC content and contain out-of-frame AUG codons that could act as decoys for 
scanning ribosomes, reducing or preventing translation initiation at the true glutamate receptor AUG. At least 
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two major transcriptional start sites exist for the Gria2 gene as depicted by the pair of bent arrows in Figure 3A. 
Interestingly, the longer transcripts contain an imperfect GU repeat that serves as a translational repressor, is 
conserved between rodents and man, and is polymorphic in length in man.23 Additionally, GluA2 transcripts 
have alternative 3′ untranslated regions that control the rate of initiation of protein synthesis. Translational 
suppression by the longer 3′UTR seems to be mediated in part by binding of CPEB324 and in the rat 
hippocampus is relieved by seizures.25,26 Thus both transcription and translation of GluA2 are regulated by 
seizure-induced signaling systems. The GluN1 and GluN2A subunits are also under translational control by the 
5′UTR or 3′UTR, respectively.27,28

The combination of specific phosphoprotein antibodies, site-directed mutagenesis, chromophore-tagged 
receptors and, in some cases, fragmentation followed by mass spectrometry, has in the past decade led to the 

Figure 1. Transmembrane topology (A) and crystal structure of the agonist-binding domain (B–D) of the GluA2 subunit protein. 
The two domains that contain agonist-binding residues are colored in gold (S1) and turquoise (S2). The flip/flop region is indicated in 
violet. B, space-filled representation of the kainate-bound S1 and S2 domains joined by an 11-residue linker peptide, with coloration 
the same as in A. The position of a single-kainate agonist molecule (black) within a deep gorge of the protein is indicated; the two 
disulfide-bonded cysteines (C718 and C773) are shown in yellow. C, backbone representation of the subunit, with kainate (black) 
docked into its binding site. The kainate-binding residues are shown as stick figures in magenta, the two cysteines in yellow, and the 
flop helix structure in violet. The two green residues (E402 and T686) do not directly bind to kainate but instead interact with each 
other, helping to hold the clamshell in the closed conformation. D, close-up view of the ligand-binding pocket. The binding residues are 
in space-filled representation, with atoms colored conventionally (gray carbon, cyan nitrogen, red oxygen). Modified from ref. 3.
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secure identification of phosphorylation sites on the C-terminal domains of ionotropic glutamate receptors, and 
in some cases to an understanding of the functional consequences of phosphorylation. The most intensively 
studied subunits are GluN1 and GluA1. The C-terminal domain of GluA1 exhibits four PKC targets, plus one 
PKA and one CAMKII site. Phosphorylation at each of these sites has been shown to regulate activity-dependent 
receptor trafficking, open probability or conductance of the channel.6 GluA2 has alternative C-terminal domains 
that are differentially regulated by phosphorylation as shown in Figure 3B. GluN1 has four C-terminal splice 
variants, only the longest of which appears to harbor phosphorylation sites. Status epilepticus causes rapid 
dephosphorylation of serines 890 and 897 on GluN1 then slowly-developing hyperphosphorylation of these 
serines by PKCγ and PKA, respectively.29,30 Phosphorylation of S890 disrupts surface clusters of NMDA 
receptors,31 whereas phosphorylation of S897 promotes insertion of receptors into the synaptic membrane.32

GLUTAMATERGIC MECHANISMS IN EPILEPSY
Currently available glutamate receptor antagonists, with the possible exception of those directed towards kainate 
receptors, are as a rule poor anticonvulsants due to meager selectivity towards rapidly firing neurons, yet 

Figure 2. Binding sites for agonists, antagonists, and modulators in the ligand binding domain (LBD), amino terminal domain 
(ATD), and transmembrane domain (TMD). The receptor targets of ligands selective for one or several subunits are listed in 
parenthesis. AMPA and kainate indicates that the ligand selectively targets GluA or GluK receptor subunits, respectively. The ATDs, 
LBDs, TMDs, and linkers are shown in purple, orange, green, and gray, respectively. Modified from ref. 6.
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activation of glutamate receptors on neurons and probably astrocytes contributes to the initiation and 
propagation of seizures. Given this conundrum, I will consider here several related topics that might be 
developed therapeutically.

Astrocytic Release of Glutamate
It is now clear that astrocytes in vitro can respond to chemicals (e.g., glutamate, prostaglandins, tumor necrosis 
factor alpha) released from surrounding cells during periods of repetitive firing or inflammatory stimuli. The 
astrocytic response in vitro involves generation of a cytoplasmic calcium signal and subsequent release of 
glutamate and/or D-serine.33 The consequence of astrocytic glutamate release has been the subject of numerous 
studies. One of the most convincing was that of Jourdain et al.34, who showed that repetitive depolarization of 
an astrocyte through a patch pipette in hippocampal slices increased the frequency of spontaneous miniature 
EPSCs recorded in nearby dentate granule cells. A number of internal controls ruled out neuronal depolarization 
as the culprit. Following such astrocytic stimulation, GluN2B-containing receptors on presynaptic terminals of 
the perforant path were activated, which in turn potentiated synaptic transmission by elevating the probability of 
transmitter release. GluN2B activation could be prevented by direct astrocytic infusion of the calcium chelator 
BAPTA or a tetanus toxin protease. The precise conditions under which such strong, prolonged depolarization of 
astrocytes would occur was not addressed by their study, but it can be supposed that status epilepticus could 
serve this purpose. Moreover, the key astrocytic event – exocytosis of glutamate or similar compound, or 
perhaps adjustment of the extracellular space to allow neuron-released glutamate to feed back onto presynaptic 
receptors – could not be definitively determined.

Although evidence is mounting for a specific role of astrocytic calcium waves in neurodegeneration during 
status epilepticus35 and ischemia,36 it is proving frustratingly difficult to determine exactly how and under what 
conditions the calcium wave contributes to neuropathology.33,37 One clue comes from the studies of Bezzi et 
al.,38 who showed that the TNFα produced by reactive astrocytes and activated microglia boosts glutamate 

Figure 3. Control of GluA2 expression by transcriptional repression mediated by the REST/NRSE system (A), translational 
repression mediated by alternative 5′UTRs (A), and post-translational processing on alternative C-terminal domains (B). To the 
left in C is the UniProt-SwissProt human accession number of the two splice variants. The length of each subunit, including the signal 
peptide, is shown at right, with residue numbering beginning with the initiating methionine.
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release from astrocytes through a cyclooxygenase-mediated pathway. Thus it is possible that astrocytic glutamate 
release is minimal normally but enhanced in inflamed tissue (Figure 4).

Impaired Glutamine Cycle in Sclerotic Tissue
Much of the glutamate released from excitatory nerve terminals is transported by active membrane pumps from 
the extrasynaptic space into surrounding astrocytes. Glutamate is then largely converted to glutamine by an 
enzyme, glutamine synthase which is expressed by astrocytes and oligodendrocytes but not by neurons. 
Glutamine, in turn, is transported to extracellular fluid and is taken up by both inhibitory and excitatory 
neurons, where it is converted back to glutamate by phosphate-activated glutaminase. The movement of 
glutamate and glutamine between neurons and astrocytes is called the ‘glutamine cycle’ and is an important 
feature of the close metabolic relationship that exists between neurons and glia in the brain. The glutamine cycle 
supplies this glutamate precursor to both glutamatergic and GABAergic neurons. The role of the glutamine cycle 
in epilepsy is somewhat controversial. Inhibition of glutamine transport or glutamine synthase reduces the 
amplitude of GABAergic evoked or spontaneous IPSCs,39,40 resulting in disinhibition and suggesting a major 
function of the glutamine cycle in the dynamic regulation of inhibitory synaptic strength. The notion that 
disruption of the glutamine cycle should promote seizures is reinforced by the observations that astrocytic 
glutamine synthase is downregulated in sclerotic tissue resected from epilepsy patients,41 that selective 
induction of astrogliosis causes reduced GABAergic inhibition in the hippocampus that could be reversed by 
exogenous glutamine,42 and that recurrent seizures develop in rats after local inhibition of glutamine synthase in 
the hippocampus.43 However, when GABAergic inhibition is blocked, the resulting epileptiform activity in 
hippocampal44 and cortical45 slices maintained in vitro is dramatically attenuated by inhibition of glutamine 
transport or glutamine synthase. This finding suggests that a continual supply of glutamine is needed to fuel 
glutamate synthesis for excitatory synaptic transmission in rapidly firing neurons. Taken together, these studies 
indicate that inhibition of the glutamine cycle can reduce both GABAergic inhibition and synaptic excitation 
mediated by glutamatergic synapses. To develop this field further it will be important to explore the 
anticonvulsant potential of potentiating residual glutamine synthase in reactive astrocytes under the more 
realistic conditions of chronic epilepsy. For additional discussion of the potential roles for disruption of the 
glutamine cycle in epilepsy see the chapter by J. V. Nadler in this volume.

Special Role for Kainate Receptors in Epilepsy
The year 1974 brought the first demonstration that a newly-developed antihelminthic, kainic acid, caused 
convulsions in mice.46 Much has been learned about the pharmacology and biology of kainate receptors in the 
last decade (reviewed in refs. 8 and 47). Because kainate is a powerful agonist at AMPA receptors as well as 
kainate receptors, consideration of the roles of kainate receptors in epileptiform activity awaited the 
development of selective drugs and genetically-modified mice. Genetically engineered mice lacking GluK2 
showed an interesting phenotype.48,49 First, the potency with which kainate induced an inward current in CA3 
pyramidal cells from these mice was reduced about 6-fold. Kainate-induced inward currents on CA3 
interneurons, and kainate-induced increase in frequency of spontaneous IPSCs on pyramidal cells, were also 
absent in mice lacking GluK2. Second, kainate was unable to induce gamma oscillations (38 Hz) in the CA3 
region of mice lacking GluK2. Finally, mice injected with a moderate (20 mg/kg ip) but not a higher (30 mg/kg 
ip) dose of kainate were protected from seizure development. These results point to an important role for GluK2 
in mediating epileptiform activity produced by kainic acid.

The role of GluK1 in seizure development, on the other hand, is more controversial with superficially opposing 
results of pharmacologic and genetic experiments. Genetic ablation of GluK1 increased the potency with which 
kainate induced gamma oscillations and epileptiform activity in CA3,49 and yet a first generation GluK1-
selective antagonist could prevent pilocarpine-induced seizures in rats as well as seizure activity produced by 6 
Hz corneal stimulation.50 This antagonist, LY377770, was 10 to 100-fold selective for GluK1 vs the four AMPA 
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receptors in ligand binding assays, and >40-fold selective for GluK2 or GluK2/GluK5 receptors. Kainate was still 
able to elicit seizure activity in GluK1 knockouts (unpublished data reported in ref. 47), but the sensitivity to 
kainate in the GluK1 nulls was not reported. It would be simple to dismiss the pharmacologic results based on 
insufficient selectivity, but one must also consider the consequence of homeostatic adjustments in circuitry or 
receptor expression in the GluK2 knockouts (as shown by Christensen et al.51).

CHALLENGES AND OPPORTUNITIES
In the past decade we have seen the first fruits of understanding the molecular function of ionotropic glutamate 
receptors based on their protein structure and post-translational processing. In addition, roles for reactive 
astrocytes in the buildup of extracellular glutamate during seizures have been proposed. A major challenge for 
using this information to develop new anticonvulsants is the near ubiquitous distribution of ionotropic 
glutamate receptors, which mediate the vast majority of excitatory neurotransmission in virtually every brain 
region. However, the tremendous strides made in developing subunit-selective antagonists of kainate receptors8 

represent a real opportunity to explore the potential for use of kainate receptor antagonists in epilepsy. A related 
opportunity relies on the finding that activation of Gαq-coupled receptors such as M1 muscarinic receptors (by, 
e.g., pilocarpine) can potentiate the activation of heteromeric kainate receptors.52 It might therefore be possible 
to use selective antagonists of group 1 metabotropic glutamate receptors, muscarinic receptors, or Gαq-coupled 

Figure 4. Potential mechanism by which inflammation could boost astrocytic glutamate release. (Left) Scheme for control of 
astrocytic glutamate release by two G protein-coupled receptors. (Right) In the epileptic brain, mGluR5 is upregulated, and activated 
microglia as well as reactive astrocytes release TNFα, which acts on TNFR1 receptors in a pathway that promotes prostaglandin 
formation. Prostaglandin in turn activates a Gq-coupled prostanoid receptor that boosts intraastrocyte Ca2+ release and thus 
astrocytic glutamate release. From ref. 33.
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prostaglandin receptors to allosterically dampen kainate receptor activity. More gentle allosteric inhibition could 
be preferable to frank antagonism of the ionotropic glutamate receptors to minimize adverse effects.

Glutamine synthase represents another intriguing molecular target, even though this astrocytic enzyme supplies 
glutamate to both inhibitory and excitatory neurons. A potentiator of residual glutamine synthase expressed by 
reactive astrocytes might restore inhibitory balance. No chemical potentiator exists yet but the application of 
high throughput screening of small molecules followed by medicinal chemistry would be the preferred route to 
developing an allosteric potentiator.
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